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In this paper, we consider the semilinear elliptic equation
&2u+u=u p&1+uf (x), u>0, u # H 1(RN), N>2. (V)+
For p=2N(N&2), we show that there exists a positive constant +*>0 such that
(V)+ possesses at least one solution if + # (0, +*) and no solutions if +>+*. Further-
more, (V)+ possesses a unique solution when +=+*, and at least two solutions
when + # (0, +*) and 2<N<6. For N6, under some monotonicity conditions
on f ((1.6)) we show that there exist two constants 0<+
**
+**<+* such that
problem (V)+ possesses a unique solution for + # (0, +**), and at least two solutions
if + # (+**, +*).  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the following semilinear elliptic problem
&2u+u=u p&1++f (x), x # RN, N>2 (1.1)+
u # H 1(RN), u>0 in RN, (1.2)
where +0, p>2 are some given constants and f (x) is some given func-
tion in H&1(RN) such that f (x)0, f (x)  0 in RN.
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Recently, many authors have studied the existence of positive solutions
of the semilinear elliptic boundary value problem
{&2u+u=g(x, u), x # 0/R
N,
u| 0=0,
(1.3)
a problem that occurs in various branches of geometry and mathematical
physics. In this paper we are interested in the case when g(x, u) is an
‘‘inhomogeneous’’ function in u. For such a case, various existence results
of multiple solutions have been obtained in [BB, DDeF, DL, Y, ZZ] when
g(x, u) has less than critical growth in the sense that limu  + g(x, u)uq=0
with q=(N+2)(N&2) and in [D1, T] for bounded 0 when the growth
of g(x, u) equals the critical exponent via variational and barrier methods.
However there seems to be little progress on the existence theory for the
‘‘inhomogeneous’’ critical growth case of (1.3) when 0 is unbounded.
For the critical growth case, as in (1.1)+ , (1.2) with p=2N(N&2), there
are serious difficulties in obtaining solutions by using variational methods
because the embedding H1(0)/Lp(0) is not compact, even when 0 is
bounded. This lack of compactness exhibits many interesting existence and
non-existence phenomena. For example, it is well-known that the problem
(1.1)0 , (1.2) has no solutions (see [BC]) if p2N(N&2). Thus a natural
and intersting problem is whether the problem (1.1)+ , (1.2) possesses a
solution when +{0. By using the same argument as [ZZ] with a com-
plicated estimate of the critical value of the corresponding variational func-
tional, [D2] obtained some existence of multiple solutions for (1.1)+ ,
(1.2) with p=2N(N&2) and + small enough. Some various existence and
non-existence results for (1.1)+ , (1.2) with +{0 has been exhibited. But
there are some gaps between the existence and non-existence of multiple
solutions in the parameter + and some strict assumptions about f (x). The
principal aim of this paper is to fill those gaps about + and release the
restriction of f (x).
First we will quote here some results of Deng and Li [DL] for the exist-
ence of the minimal solution. Note for the minimal solution we only
require that p>2 in (1.1)+ .
Theorem A ([DL]). Let |x|N&2 f (x) be bounded and p>2. Then there
exists a constant +*>0 such that
(i) (1.1)+ , (1.2) possesses a minimal solution u+ for all + # (0, +*),
u+ is increasing with respect to + if + # (0, +*);
(ii) (1.1)+ , (1.2) possesses an unique solution if +=+*, p #
(2, 2N(N&2)];
(iii) there are no solutions of (1.1)+ , (1.2) for all +>+*.
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Furthermore
+1+*<+2 , 1&( p&1)u p&2+ 0 and
u+wN(N+2) for + # (0, +1], (1.4)
where
w= (N(N&2)=)(N&2)4 \ 1=+|x| 2+
(N&2)2
,
(1.5)
C=
3N+2
N&2 \
3N+2
( p&1)(N&2)+
1( p&2)
&\ 3N+2( p&1)(N&2)+
( p&1)( p&2)
,
+1=
(N(N&2))(N&2)2 ( p&1)(3&p)( p&2) ( p&2)
supx # Rn [N(N&2)( p&1)
4(N&2)( p&2)+|x| 2)(N&2)2 f (x)]
,
+2=
CSN2
RN f (x) w
2*
N(N&2)(x) dx
,
and S is the Sobolev constant for the embedding H 10(0) /L
2*(0) and 2*=
2N(N&2).
Now we are ready to state the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1. Suppose that |x|N&2 f (x) is bounded. Then (1.1)+ , (1.2)
possess at least two solutions for all + # (0, +*) if p=2N(N&2) and
N=3, 4, 5.
Theorem 2. Let |x|N&2 f (x) be bounded and p=2N(N&2). Then there
exists a constant +** with +*>+**>0 such that (1.1)+ , (1.2) has at least
two solutions if + # (+**, +*).
However when f satisfies (1.6) we obtain the following uniqueness result.
Theorem 3. Let N6, |x|N&2 f (x) be bounded, p=2N(N&2) and
suppose additionally that
f
xi
xi0 and f (x1 , ..., xi , ..., xN)= f (x1 , ..., &xi , ..., xN)
for i=1, 2, ..., N. (1.6)
Then there exists a constant +
**
>0 such that (1.1)+ , (1.2) has only one
solution, namely the minimal solution if + # (0, +
**
).
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Theorem 4. Let p=2N(N&2) and |x|N&2 f (x) be bounded in RN.
Then
(i) the set of solutions [u+ , U+] is bounded uniformly in H1(RN) if
N=3, 4, 5.
(ii) u+ is continuous in H1(RN) (and increasing with respect to +) if
+ # (0, +*) for all x # RN and
u+  0 in L(RN) & H1(RN) as +  0.
(iii) (+*, u+*) is the bifurcation points for (1.1)+ , (1.2) and
&U+ &H1(RN)  S
N2 as +  0, N=3, 4, 5, (1.7)
&U+&L   as +  0, N=3, 4, 5, (1.8)
where u+ is the minimal solution of (1.1)+ , (1.2) and U+ is the second solution
of (1.1)+ , (1.2) constructed in Section 3.
We shall organize this paper as follows. In Section 2 some preliminary
results are given including the study of the linearized eigenvalue problems
associated with the minimum solutions described in Theorem A. In Sec-
tion 3 we prove Theorem 1 by variational methods based on the minimum
solutions. We obtain Theorem 3 by using an improved Pohozaev identity
and moving plan technique in Section 4. Finally, we prove Theorem 2 and
Theorem 4 by bifurcation theory in Section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES: THE MINIMAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we will state several preliminary results that will be used
in the subsequence sections. Their proofs can be found in [DL].
Lemma 2.1 ([DL], Lemma 2.3). Let u+ be the minimal positive solution
given by Theorem A for + # (0, +*). Then the corresponding problem
{&2.+.=*( p&1)u
p&2
+ .,
. # H1(RN)
(2.1)+
has the first eigenvalue *1>1 and the corresponding eigenfunction .1>0
in RN. Furthermore
*1=inf {|RN ( |{v| 2+v2) dx | v # H1(RN), |RN ( p&1) u p&2+ v2=1= . (2.2)
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Lemma 2.2 ([DL], Lemma 2.4). Let u+ be the minimal solution of
(1.1)+ , (1.2) for + # [0, +*). Then for any g(x) # H&1(RN), problem
&2w+w=( p&1) u p&2+ w+g(x) w # H
1(RN) (2.3)+
has a solution (here we suppose u0#0).
At +* we have the following result.
Lemma 2.3. If u+* is a solution of (1.1)+* , (1.2), then problem (2.1)+* has
its first eigenvalue *1(+*)=1. Moreover, the solution u+* is unique.
Remark 2.1. Since *1(+*)=1 we have that problem
&2,+,=( p&1) u p&1+* ,, , # H
1(RN). (2.4)
possesses a positive solution ,1 .
Remark 2.2. For + # (0, +*), let u+ be the minimal solution of (1.1)+ ,
(1.2). Set +
**
=sup[0<++* | 1&( p&1) u p&2+ 0]. From (1.4) we have
+1+**+* and 1&( p&1) u
p&2
+ 0 for all + # (0, +**).
3. THE EXISTENCE OF SECOND SOLUTION WHEN N=3, 4, 5
Let u+ be the minimal positive solution of (1.1)+ , (1.2) for + # (0, +*). In
order to find a second solution of (1.1)+ , (1.2) we introduce the following
problem:
{&2v+v=(v+u+)
p&1&u p&1+ ,
+ # H1(RN), v>0, in H1(RN).
(3.1)+
Clearly, we can get a second solution U+=u++v+ if (3.1)+ possesses a
positive solution v+ . In this section, we prove that (3.1)+ has a positive
solution for + # (0, +*) and 3N5 by using a variational method. To
this end, we define the corresponding variational functional of (3.1)+ by
J(v)=
1
2 |RN ( |{v|
2+v2) dx&
1
p |RN ((v
++u+) p&u p+&pu
p&1
+ v) dx, (3.2)
with v # H1(RN). For convenience, we use ‘‘& }&’’, ‘‘| } |q’’ to denote the norms
in H 1(RN), Lq(RN) respectively.
Let
I1(u)=
1
2 |RN ( |{u|+u
2) dx&
1
p |RN (u
+) p dx&+ |
RN
f (x) u dx, u # H 1(RN)
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and
I(v)=
1
2 |RN ( |{(v+u+)|
2+(v+u+)2dx
&
1
p |RN (v
++u+) p dx&+ |
RN
f (x)(v+u+) dx, v # H1(RN).
Because u+ is the critical point of I1(u) we can prove that
J(v)=I(v)&I(0)=I(v)&I1(u+). (3.3)
In the following we verify the existence of nontrivial solutions of problem
(3.1)+ by means of the Mountain Pass Lemma.
Lemma 3.1. There exists some constants :>0, \>0 such that
I(v)| B\:>0, (3.4)
where B\=[u # H1(RN) | &u&\].
Proof. For any v # H1(RN), using Taylor’s formula and Lemma 2.1 we have
J(v)
1
2 |RN ( |{v|
2 +v2&( p&1) u p&2+ v
2 dx
&
=
2 |RN v
2 dx&C= |
RN
|v| p dx

1
2 |RN ( |{v|
2 +v2) dx&
1
2*1 |RN ( |{v|
2 +v2) dx
&
=
2 |RN v
2 dx&C= |
RN
|v| p dx
=\12&
1
2*1
&
=
2+ &v&2&C= |v| p
for all =>0. Since *1>1 we can choose = small enough so that
1
2&1(2*1)&(=2)>0. If we fix ==
1
2 ((*1&1)*1), then I(v)(*1&1)4*1
&v&2&C &v&p. Hence there exist \>0, :>0 such that (3.4) holds. K
Remark 3.1. \>0, :>0 in Lemma 3.1 may depend on + # (0, +*), but
for any fixed $ # (0, +*), there exist \$ , :$>0, such that
I(v):$>0 if &v&=\$
for all + # (0, $].
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Proof. By Theorem A we have that u+ is monotone increasing with
respect to +, so the first eigenvalue *1(+) of (2.1)+ must be nonincreasing
in +. Thus *1(+)*1($) if + # (0, $]. The conclusion follows by the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. K
Lemma 3.2. For any 0v # H1(RN), v  0, there existsx a constant
R0>0 such that
J(Rv)0 for RR0 . (3.5)
Proof. From the inequality [D2]
(v+u+)p&u p+&v
ppu p&1+ v for any v0, p>2 (3.6)
we have, for v # H1(RN), v  0, R # R+, that
J(Rv)
1
2
R2 |
RN
( |{v| 2 +v2) dx&
Rp
p |RN (v
+) p dx

1
2
R2 &v&2&\1p+ Rp |v| pp .
we deduce that I(Rv)  & as R  +. K
Theorem 3.1. Let p=2*, + # (0, +*). If there exists 0v0 # H1(RN)
with v0  0 such that
sup
t0
J(tv0)<
1
N
SN2, (3.7)
then (3.1)+ has at least one positive solution.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, there exists a constant R1>0
such that e=R1v0  B\ and J(e)0. Define c=inf1 # D maxv # 1 J(v), where
D denote the class of continuous paths joining 0 to e in H1(RN). We have
0<:csup
t0
J(tv0)<
1
N
SN2. (3.8)
On the other hand, from Mountain Pass Lemma without (PS) condition
[BN] we can find a subsequence [vj]/H1(RN) such that
J(vj)  c as j  , (3.9)
J $(vj)  0 in H&1 as j  . (3.10)
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Using this fact we can easily prove that [vj] is bounded in H1(RN). By
taking a subsequence we suppose that
vj ( v weakly in H1(RN),
vj  v ae. in RN,
and
(v+j +u+)
p&1&u p&1+ ( (v
++u+) p&1&u p&1+ weakly in (L
p(RN))*.
Thus v is a weak solution of
&2v+v=(v++u+) p&1&u p&1+ . (3.11)
Using maximum principle we get v0 in RN. Set uj=vj+u+ , u=v+u+
then
uj  u weakly in H1(RN),
uj  u ae. in RN.
By (3.3)
I1(uj)&I1(u+)=I(vj)&I(0)=J(vj)  c as j   (3.12)
and u is a solution of
&2u+u=up++f (x). (3.13)
Now we are going to prove that u  u+ . In fact, if u#u+ , then uj % u
strongly in H1(RN). Thus wj #uj&u % 0 strongly in H1(RN). Suppose
c1=c+I1(u+), from BrezisLieb Lemma [BL] and (3.10) we deduce
that
c1=
1
2 |RN |{uj |
2+u2j dx&
1
p |RN u
p
j &+ |
RN
fuj dx+o(1)
=I1(u+)+
1
2 |RN |{wj |
2+w2j &
1
p |RN w
p
j +o(1)
=I1(u+)+
1
N |RN |wj |
p dx+o(1). (3.14)
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From Sobolev inequality
S |wj| 2p&wj&
2
H1(RN)=|wj |
p
p+o(1),
which gives us that |wj | ppS
N2. Thus
c+I1(u+)=c1I1(u+)+
1
N
SN2 (3.15)
A contradiction because of (3.8). K
In the following, we shall verify that the condition (3.7) naturally holds.
To this end, we set
=(x)=.(x) w=(x) (3.16)
where .(x) # C 0 (R
N) is a cut-off function and w= is as in (1.5). For ’>0,
let .(x)#1 if |x|<’; .(x)#0 if |x|2’. From [CSS] we have the
following estimations
|{= | 22=S
N2+O(=(N&2)2) (3.17)
|= | 2*2*=S
N2+O(=N2(2N&2)) (3.18)
K1=+O(=(N&2)2), N5,
|= | 22={K1= |ln =|+O(=(N&2)2), N=4, (3.19)O(=12), N=3,
where S is the best Sobolev constant and K1 is a positive constant inde-
pendent of =.
Lemma 3.3. Let = be given by (3.16) and suppose 3N6 and p=2*.
Then there exist some constant t=>0, 0<C1t=C2< +, such that
sup
t0
J(t=)=J(t==) (3.20)
and
O(=), N5,
J(t==)
1
N
SN2&mC p&11 |
B2’
 p&1= p dx+{O(= |ln =| ), N=4, (3.21)O(=12), N=3,
where m=inf[u+(x) | x # B2’] and C1 , C2 are constants independent of =.
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Proof. By the definition of J and the fact that 3N6 we can easily
show that there exists t=>0 such that J(t= =)=supt0 J(t=). We claim
that there exist some constants C1 , C2 such that
0<C1t=C2<+. (3.22)
In fact, since J(t==)=supt0 J(t=) it follows that
dJ(t=)
dt } t=t==0 and t=>0.
Thus
|{= | 22+|= |
2
2
|= | pp
&t p&==
=
RN [((t==+up)
p&1&u p&1+ &(t==)
p&1)t=] = dx
|= | pp
0. (3.23)
By (3.17)(3.19), therefore
t p&2= 
|{= | 22+|= |
2
2
|= | pp
C p&22 <+ (3.24)
for = small enough. On the other hand, using
lim
u  
(u+u+) p&1&u p&1+ &u
p&1
u p&1
=0
and (3.17)(3.19) we see that for any $>0 there exists a constant C$>0
such that
[ |= | pp]
&1 |
RN
((t= =+u+) p&1&u p&1+ &(t= =)
p&1) =
t=
dx
[|= | pp]
&1 |
RN
$t p&1= 
p
= +t=C$
2
=
t=
dx
=$t p&2= +O(=
12).
Again by (3.17)(3.19) and (3.23)
1&t p&2= &$t
p&2
= +O(=
12)0.
Choosing $, = small enough we can find a constant C1>0 such that
t=C1 . Therefore by (3.24) we obtain (3.22).
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By the definition of J and (3.6) we have
J(t==)
1
N
SN2+C 22 |= |
2
2&C
p&1
1 |
B2’
u+ p&1= dx+O(=
(N&2)2)
O(=), for N5

1
N
SN2C p&11 m |
B2’
 p&1= dx+{O(= |ln =| ), for n=4O(=12), for N=3,
where m=inf[u+(x) | x # B2’]>0. K
Lemma 3.4. Let 3N5 and + # (0, +*). Then the condition (3.7)
automatically holds.
Proof. For N=5 we have
lim
=  0
=&1 |
B2’
 p&1= dx
lim
=  0
=&1 |
B’
 p&1= dx
= lim
=  0+
(N(N&2))(N+2)4 wN=&1 |
’=&12
0 \
=&(N&2)4
(1+s2)(N&2)2+
p&1
=N2sN&1 ds
= lim
=  0+
=(N&6)4 |
’=&12
0
|N \ 11+s2+
(N+2)2
sN&1 ds  + as N=5,
where s=r=&12, r=|x| and |N denote the area of unit sphere.
Using Lemma 3.3, we have
I(t==)<
1
N
S N2 (3.25)
for small =>0, N=5.
Similarly, we can prove that
I(t==)<
1
N
S N2 (3.26)
for N=3, 4 and = small enough.
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Taking v0== and = small enough, from Lemma 3.3 and (3.25), (3.26)
we have
sup
t0
I(tv0)=I(t==)<
1
N
S N2 for 3N5. K
Applying Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1 then yields the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let 3N5, p=2* and u+ be a minimal positive solu-
tion of (1.1)+ with + # (0, +*). Then Problem (3.1)+ possesses at least one
positive solution.
Proof of Theorem 1. From Theorem A, (1.1)+ (1.2) possesses a minimal
positive solution u+ if + # (0, +*]. We use Theorem 3.2 to get the solution
v+ for (3.1)+ if 3N5 and + # (0, +*). Taking U+=u++v+ , then U+>u+
is another positive solution of (1.1)+ . K
4. THE UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION FOR N6
In this section we shall always assume that f (x) satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 3.
We first give a Pohozaev identity. Let
g(u+ , u)=(u+u+) p&1&u p&1+ &u (4.1)
G(u+ , u)=|
u
0
g(u+ , s) ds (4.2)
The following Lemma can be found in [D2].
Lemma 4.1. If u # H 1(RN) is a positive solution of
&2u= g(u+ , u) (4.3)
then
|
RN
|{u| 2 dx=
2N
N&2 |RN G(u+ , u) dx+
N
N&2 |RN
G
u+
({u+ } x) dx. (4.4)
Lemma 4.2. Let 3 p2N(N&2) and + # (0, +
**
). Then (3.1)+ has no
positive solutions if f (x) satisfies (1.6). Where +
**
is given by Remark 2.2.
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Proof. If (3.1)+ possesses a positive solution u, by Lemma 4.1, u satisfies
(4.4). Using (3.1)+ we deduce
|
RN
u((u+u+) p&1&u p&1+ &u) dx
=
2N
N&2 |RN \
1
p
((u+u+) p&u p+)&u
p&1
+ u&
1
2
u2+ dx
+
2
N&2 |RN
G
u+
({u+ } x) dx
Using the fact that p2N(N&2) we have
0|
RN _u+((u+u+) p&1&u p&1+ &( p&1) u p&2+ u)
&\ NN&2&1+ u2& dx+|RN
G
u+
({u } x) dx.
By differential mean theorem we have
0|
RN _u+ \
1
2
( p&2)( p&1) u p&3+ u
2
+
1
6
( p&3)( p&1)( p&2) ! p&4u3+&\ NN&2&1+ u2& dx
+
2
N&2 |RN
G
u+
({u+ } x) dx
where ! # (u+ , u++u). Because p3 we have
0\1& NN&2+ |RN (1&( p&1) u p&2+ ) u2 dx+
N
N&2 |RN
G
u+
({u+ } x) dx
It follows from Remark 2.2 that
|
RN
G
u+
({u+ } x) dx>0. (4.6)
On the other hand, by (1.6) we know from [GNN, Li, LN] that
({u+ } x)<0.
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It is easy to verify that Gu+0 for all u+0, u0. Hence
|
RN
G
u+
({u+ } x) dx0
This is contradictory to (4.6). K
Corollary 4.1. Let N6, p=2N(N&2), + # (0, +
**
). Then (3.1)+
has no solutions if (1.6) holds.
Proof of Theorem 3. It is follows from Theorem A and Remark 2.2 that
(1.1)+ possesses a minimal solution u+ for + # (0, +**). If (1.1)+ , (1.2) have
another solution U+ and U+u+ , then U+u+ (using Theorem A) and
v+#U+&u+0 must be a solution of (3.1)+ . Strong maximum principle
implies that v+ is a positive solution of (3.1)+ . This is contradictory to
Corollary 4.1. K
5. PROPERTIES AND BIFURCATION OF SOLUTIONS
In this section we give some further properties and bifurcation of
solutions for problem (1.1)+ , (1.2). In particular we will prove Theorem 2
and Theorem 4.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that |x|N&2 f (x) is bounded in RN and 2<
p2N(N&2). Let u be a weak solution of (1.1)+ , (1.2). Then u # Lqloc(R
N)
for all q # (1, ) and u(x), |{u(x)| go to zero as |x|  .
Furthermore there exist two positive constants c1 , c2 such that
c1
e&|x|
|x| (n&1)2
uc2
1
|x|n&2
for x large. (5.1)
Proof. Let .(x)#1 if |x&x0|<2; .(x)#0 if |x&x0|3 be a smooth
cutoff function with |{.|1. For s0, L>0, testing (1.1)+ with
.2u min[u2s, L2] we obtain
|
RN
{u {(.2u min[u2s, L2]) dx+|
RN
.2u2 min[u2s, L2] dx
=|
RN
.2u p min[u2s, L2]++f (x) .2u min[u2s, L2] dx.
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Suppose u # L2s+2loc (R
N). Then we may conclude by applying the Holder’s
and Sobolev’s inequalities that for K>1
|
RN
|{(.u min[us, L])| 2 dx+|
RN
(.u min[us, L])2 dx
C _|RN u p&2.2u2 min[u2s, L2] dx+|[ |x&x0|<3] u2 min[u2s, L2] dx
+|
RN
f (x) .2u min[u2s, L2] dx&
C _K |[ |x&x0| <3] u2s+2 dx+& f &2s+2L(B3(x0))
+|
[x # RN, up&2K]
u p&2.2u2 min[u2s, L2] dx&
C _K |[ |x&x0| <3] u2s+2 dx+& f &2s+2L(B3(x0))
+_|[ |x&x0|<3, up&2K] (u p&2)N2 dx&
2N
__|RN (.u min[us, L])2N(N&2) dx&
(N&2)N
&
C _K |[ |x&x0| <3] u2s+2 dx+& f &2s+2L(B3(x0))
+=(K) |
RN
|{(.u min[us, L])| 2 dx& ,
where
=(K)=sup
x0 _|[ |x&x0|<3, up&2K] (u
p&2)N2 dx&
2N
.
Because u # H 1(RN) we deduce that =(K)  0 as K  . Fix K such that
=(K)=C2 and observe that for this choice of K (and s as above) we may
now conclude that
|
[ |x&x0|<2, u(x)sL]
|{(us+1)| 2+(us+1)2 dx
CK |
[ |x&x0|<3]
u2s+2 dx+C & f &2s+2L(B3(x0))
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remains uniformly bounded in L. Hence we may let L   to derive that
us+1 # H 1([ |x&x0|<2])  L2*([ |x&x0|<2]),
with
|
[ |x&x0|<2]
u(2s+2) N(N&2) dxCK |
[ |x&x0|<3]
u2s+2 dx+C & f &2s+2L(B3(x0)) .
Now iterate with s0=0, si+1=(si&1+1) N(N&2) if i1 and stop
when si>( p&1) N2 and it can then deduced from elliptic regular theory
[GT, Theorem 8.17 and 8.24] that for all q>N2
&u&L(B1(x))C[&u
p&1&Lq(B2(x))+& f &Lq(B2(x))]
C[&u&L2N(N&2)(B3(x))+& f &L(B3(x))].
Then u(x)  0 as |x|   since u # L2N(N&2)(RN).
By [GT, Theorem 8.32] we obtain that
&u&C 1,:(B1(x))C[&u&L(B2(x))+& f &L(B2(x))].
This gives that |{u(x)|  0 as |x|  .
Since u(x)  0 as |x|  , it is very easy to show that C |x| 2&n is a
supersolution of (1.1)+ while (1+1- |x| ) e&|x||x| (n&1)2 is a subsolution
for all |x| large. Therefore (5.1) is proved by means of the maximum
principle. K
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that |x|N&2 f (x) is bounded in RN and 2<
p2N(N&2). Let u+ is the minimal solution of (1.1)+ , (1.2). Then u+ is
uniformly bounded in L(RN) & H 1(RN) for all + # [0, +*] and
u+  0 in L(RN) & H 1(RN) as +  0.
Proof. From Proposition 5.1 we can deduce that |u+*|C. Then by
Theorem A(ii) and the uniqueness of u+* we conclude that |u+|
|u+*|C.
From Lemma 2.1
|
RN
( |{u+| 2+u2+) dx*1(+)( p&1) |
RN
u p+ dx
and
|
RN
( |{u+| 2+u2+) dx=|
RN
u p+ dx++ |
RN
f (x) u+ dx.
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By Holder inequality and Young inequality we deduce
\1& 1*1(+)( p&1)&
$
2+ &u+&2
+
2$
& f &H&1(RN)
for all $>0. Taking $ small enough so that
\1& 1*1(+)( p&1)&
$
2+>0
and hence we have &u&2C+ which shows that u+ is uniformly bounded
in L(RN) & H 1(RN) for all + # [0, +*]. From Theorem A(iii) we have
\|RN uq+ dx+
2q
\wq&2*= (0) |RN u2*+ +
2q
C &u+&2C+
for any q # (2*, ) if + # (0, +1). Using this fact we can deduce our proposi-
tion by [GT, Theorem 8.24]. K
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that |x|N&2 f (x) is bounded in RN. Let p=
2N(N&2), N=3, 4, 5, U+ be the second solution of (1.1)+ (1.2) constructed
in Section 3. Then U+ is uniformly bounded in H 1(RN) for all + # (0, +*) and
lim
+  0
&U+&=S N2
and
lim
+  0
|U+| =,
where S is the best Sobolev constant.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, Remark 3.1 and Lemma 3.4 we can find a
positive constant : independent of + # (0, +1) such that
0<:<I1(U+)&I1(u+)<
1
N
SN2 (5.2)
We claim that U+ is uniformly bounded in H 1(RN). In fact, from I1(U+)=
c+I1(u+) and I$1(U+)=0 we deduce
\12&
1
p+ &U+&2\1&
1
p+ + |RN f (x) U+ dx+c+I1(u+).
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By Holder inequality and Young Inequality we deduce
\12&
1
p
&\1&1p+
$
2+ &U+&2\1&
1
p+
1
2$
+2 & f &2H&1+c+I1(u+)
for all $>0. From (2.2) we can easily deduce that I1(u+) is uniformly
bounded for + # (0, +*]. Taking $>0 small enough so that
\12&
1
p
&\1&1p+
$
2+>0
we have &U+&2C.
From (5.2) we also can conclude that
:+I1(u+)
1
N
&U+&2&\1&1p+ + |RN f (x) U+ dxI1(u+)+
1
N
S N2.
Because U+ is uniformly bounded in H 1(RN) we have
lim
+  0
+ |
RN
f (x) U+ dx=0.
Thus, as +  0
0<:+o(1)
1
N
&U+&2
1
N
SN2+o(1). (5.3)
On the other hand, by Sobolev inequality we have
S |U+| 2p&U+&
2=|U+| pp+o(1).
Thus
|U+| ppS
N2+o(1)
and hence
&U+&2S N2+o(1).
Combining (5.3) we have
lim
+  0
&U+&2=S N2.
If there exists an +
*
# (0, +*) such that
|U+|C for all + # (0, +*),
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then by L p-estimates and Schauder estimates [GT] we may verify that
&U+&C1, :(G) & H 2, q(G) is uniformly bounded in + # (0, +*) for any bounded
domain G/RN. It is clear that &U+&L is also uniformally bounded away
from zero, say |U+|C0 for some C0>0 for all small + since f is
bounded. Since U+ achieves its maximum in RN we may assume without
loss of generality that 0 is the maximal point (after some translation if
necessary). Then a diagonal process enables us to show that
U+  U00 in C 1,:(G) & H 2, q(G) as +  0
and U0 with |U0|C0 and &U0&< solves (1.1)0 (1.2). This is
impossible unless U0#0. K
In order to get bifurcation result we need the following Bifurcation
Theorem which can been found in [CR].
Theorem B. Let X, Y be Banach space. Let (* , x ) # R_X and let F be
a continuously differentiable mapping of an open neighborhood of (* , x )
into Y. Let the null-space N(Fx(* , x ))=span[x0] be one-dimensional and
codim R(Fx(* , x ))=1. Let F*(* , x )  R(Fx(* , x )). If Z is the complement of
span[x0] in X, then the solutions of F(*, x)=F(* , x ) near (* , x ) form a
curve (*(s), x(s))=(* +{(s), x +sx0+z(s)), where s  ({(s), z(s)) # R_Z is
continuously differentiable function near s=0 and {(0)={$(0)=0, z(0)=
z$(0)=0.
Proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 4. The conclusion (i) and (1.7), (1.8)
of Theorem 4 follow immediately from Proposition 5.2 and 5.3. As for
Theorem 2 and rest of Theorem 4 we define
F: R1_H 1(RN)  H&1(RN) (5.4)
by
F(+, u)=2u&u+u p&1++f (x). (5.5)
It can be verified easily that F(+, u) is differentiable at solution point
(+, u+). From Lemma 2.2 we know that
Fu(+, u+)w=2w&w+( p&1) u p&2+ w
is an isomorphism of R1_H 1(RN) onto H&1(RN). It follows from Implicit
Function Theorem that the solutions of F(+, u)=0 near (+, u+) are given
by a single continuous curve and u+  0 in H 1(RN) as +  0. Since u+
are minimal solutions we conclude that u+ are connected by a single
continuous curve as follows:
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Assume that there is a continuous curve (+, v+) passing through, say
(+0 , u+0) having nonminimal solution (+1 , v+1) with +0<+1 , then u+1<v+1 .
Without loss of generality we may assume that (+0 , u+0) is the first time in
(+0 , +1) that (+, v+) and (+, u+) meet, that is u+<v+ for all + # (+0 , +1).
Since u+ is increasing by Theorem A(i), we have that u+  u0 as +  +0
with u0u+0 .. But u+0 is the minimal solution at +0 and u0 is a solution.
Hence u0#u+0 which violates the fact that the solutions of F(+, u)=0 near
(+0 , u+0) are given by a single continuous curve, showing that u+ are
connected by a single continuous curve.
Now we are going to prove that (+*, u+*) is a bifurcation point of F.
We show first that at the critical point (+*, u+*), the Theorem B appies.
Indeed, from Lemma 2.3, problem (2.4) has a solution ,1>0 in RN.
Thus F(+*, u+*),=0, , # H 1 has a solution ,1>0. This implies that
N(Fu(+*, u+*))=span[,1]=1 is one dimensional and codim R(Fu(+*, u+*))
=1. It remains to check that F+(+*, u+*)  R(Fu(+*, u+*)).
Assuming the contrary would imply existence of v(x)0 such that
2v&v+( p&1) u p&2+* v= &f (x), v # H
1(RN).
From Fu(+*, u+*),1=0 we conclude that RN f (x) ,1 dx=0. This is
impossible because f (x)0, f (x)0 and ,1(x)>0 in RN.
Applying Theorem B we conclude that (+*, u+*) is the bifurcation
point near which, the solution of (1.1)+ (1.2) form a curve (+*+{(s),
u+*+s,1+z(s)) with s near s=0 and {(0)={$(0)=0, z(0)=z$(0)=0. We
claim that {"(0)<0 which implies that the bifurcation curve only turns to
the left in (+, u) plane.
Since (5.1) we have
0=2,1&,1+( p&1) u p&2+* ,12,1&,1+
( p&1) c p&22
|x| (n&2)( p&2)
,1 .
It is then very easy to check that w=|x|&(n&1)2 e&|x|+|x|1&: satisfies that
2w&w+(( p&1) c p&22 |x|
(n&2)( p&2))w0 with :=min[ 12 , (n&2)( p&2)]
for all |x| large. Therefore we obtain by the maximum principle that
,1c3 |x|&(n&1)2 e&|x|+|x|
1&:
for |x| large, (5.6)
for some c3>0.
From (5.1) and (5.6) and by the Holder’s inequality we derive that
|
RN
u p&3+* ,
3
1 dx
c3
c1 |RN u
p&2
+* ,
2
1e
|x|1&: dx

c3
c1 \|RN u p+* dx+
( p&2)p
\|RN ,21e |x|
1&:( p2) dx+
2p
<. (5.7)
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Differentiate (1.1)+ in s we have
&2us+us&( p&1) u p&2us&{$(s) f (x)=0, (5.8)
where us=,1+z$(s). Multiplying
Fu(+*, u+*),1=0
by us , (5.8) by ,1 , integrating and subtracting we obtain
( p&1) |
RN
(u p&2+* &(u+*+s,1+z(s))
p&2) ,1(,1+z$(s)) dx
={$(s) |
RN
f (x) ,1 dx,
and
{$(s)=( p&1)
RN (u
p&2
+* &(u+*+s,1+z(s))
p&2) ,1(,1+z$(s)) dx
RN f (x) ,1 dx
=&s( p&1)( p&2)
_
RN (u+*+%(s,1+z(s)))
p&3 (,1+z(s)s) ,1(,1+z$(s)) dx
RN f (x) ,1 dx
for % # (0, 1) such that
{"(0)=lim
{$(s)
s
 &( p&1)( p&2)
RN (u+*)
p&3 ,31 dx
RN f (x) ,1 dx
<0 as s  0.
Thus (5.7) implies that {"(0)<0 and
u+  u+* in H 1(RN) as +  +*,
U+  u+* in H 1(RN) as +  +*,
which proves Theorem 2 and (ii) of Theorem 4. K
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